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       Yeste- Give it to Nii-ni! rday her well About the ahead of christmas time present, okay?? Hanabi, Your vocabulary Ehh? for insults Isn’t it has okay to Did you increased, give it to forget huh? Nii-ni you her right about blockhead before she leaves? the !! plan!? You barely have enough time Hanabi, do because of you really Uuuuuoooo nanako’s curfew!! think I can Damn… You should give it do I’m in to her while something trouble!! watching the show like that!!! that starts at 6:30 from the Ferris wheel! If you’re anxious, should I You will help you definitely Nii-ni has get fired up!? panic, so give it to to kiss her before nanako, that!! right!? She did Way of eating Light weight Thanks Nanako, for Nakki waiting, are you -land Here’s hungry? 5pm your Nakki Looks Omurice delicious, for two doesn’t it! Then, It’s let’s 5pm … eat! There is still time before the show The way Hmm? It’s a bit you’re Nanako, eating is early, like EATING you but let’s PREY!! should eat! It’s go and delicious Nanako, eat! is there anything you want to eat? As much as you No… Nakki, I’m in the could, mood to Nothing what’s huh? go and wrong? Okay! eat as much as I I can could! It seems feel that you are death already inside eating plentifully, my but I’ll nose… pretend I didn’t see!! Present from eiji Present from nakki Now Okay, It’s should be Gather a good time almost here, to queue children time for up for the me to Ferris !! wheel huh give it to her… Christmas Okay, Presents before from nakki! that… What is Well it? What is … it!? Hey, nanako Christmas kisses!! Huh? You are making fun Damn, that What of us was is disappointing because that F..For a we are kids huh? Can you moment, close your Ehh eyes !? please? If it’s a present, it should be like Umm… money or Nanako something right? I wonder Move if my S..Sorry your I’ll go present withdraw head a is money from bit the okay…!! convenience closer store right now!! Thank you, …I am I’ll You delighted wear it can every open day your eyes now Wahh, It’s …Then, so pretty! Coincidentally, A bright it’s similar to it’s my rose red your present for me turn necklace …!! next …I chose it together Ehh with ?? hanabi… Well… You also You have been got me a saying necklace that you …? like roses Which is since why I before… chose that Hm? necklace Besides… I also What looked up is this the meaning of red scent roses in the … language Um… of flowers So that’s Roses, the perhaps reason ? before Perfume with the fragrance Correct! of roses! Hmm…!! It’s the first time The Rose I’ve received attached something like perfume is pretty! In the It language We spent of means flowers Christmas “I like together you” three times You know, Three I..Is roses has a slightly that different so? meaning It matches the number What of roses does it mean? I sound I love slightly you like an adult… You know a No, that lot about is… things like The Hm… president that huh, taught me… nanako… Hmm… Look! … Hey, ThEY ARE Katagiri … DOING IT…!!! I am What jealous of them !? exchanging Christmas presents!! OiOiOi … Here … It’s a Christmas present It’s not something great, … but… Disgusting If you like, Ehhh how !? about it? Wh… What’s with that! It’s annoying Then, you to give in don’t to your want it!? concern Please!! Thank you very much!! 
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